HYPEREGIO
The innovation hub
Euregio Meuse-Rhine

CONTACT
Choose your way of joining us

connect
develop
innovate

BELGIUM

During the last years HYPEREGIO, the greater area
of Euregio Meuse-Rhine, has advanced to rank top
among European regions in various fields of smart
business, such as

Hightech Systems
(e.g. Automotive, ICT)

Life Sciences
New Energies
Advanced Materials
Agrofood
Logistics
The success of HYPEREGIO is closely connected
to the extraordinary scientific and technological
excellence represented by its knowledge institutes,
e.g. the universities RWTH Aachen, K.U. Leuven,
TU Eindhoven, Maastricht University, Université de
Liège and UHasselt. But also various R&D centres
(such as Fraunhofer Gesellschaft, TNO …) as well as
universities of applied sciences (FH Aachen, Zuyd,
PXL …) have to be mentioned.

Belgium-Limburg
Hogeschool PXL
belgium-limburg@hyperegio.eu
phone +32 11 77 56 65
East Belgium
WFG Ostbelgien VoG
east-belgium@hyperegio.eu
phone +32 87 56 82 20
Flemish-Brabant
DSP Valley VZW
flemish-brabant@hyperegio.eu
phone +32 16 24 14 42
Liège
Basse Meuse Développement Sprl.
liege@hyperegio.eu
phone +32 4 26 43 180

GERMANY

Aachen region
AGIT mbH
aachen-region@hyperegio.eu
phone +49 241 963 10 20

Or just
start at
hyperegio.eu

Turn Your
Innovation
into Application
3 Options
1 Goal
Your
Project

Rhineland-Palatinate
WFG Vulkaneifel mbH
rhineland-palatinate@hyperegio.eu
phone +49 65 92 933 205

THE NETHERLANDS

Dutch-Limburg
NV Industriebank LIOF
dutch-limburg@hyperegio.eu
phone +31 43 3 280 280
Northern-Brabant
Stichting DSP Valley
northern-brabant@hyperegio.eu
phone +32 16 24 14 44

EarlyTech

BuSyBee

Innovation
2Market

Start at
hyperegio.eu

connect
develop
innovate

Welcome to HYPEREGIO
Your business and innovation pipeline
in the dynamic area of Europe
The three-border region of Belgium, Germany and
the Netherlands is right on the pulse of Europe.
HYPEREGIO is situated in between the Flemish
Diamond (Belgium) in the West, the metropolitan
region Rhein-Ruhr (Germany) in the East and Randstad Holland (The Netherlands) in the Northwest.
You will be able to reach one hundred million people
within only four hours! A figure that represents one
quarter of the total purchasing power of the EU.
The cross-border region enjoys international
reputation as an innovation pipeline for smart and
high-tech businesses…
HYPEREGIO fosters its potential as a cross-border
technology hot spot to exploit its forces in technology and knowledge transfer between science and
business as well as to stimulate more B2B-collaboration across borders!
Laarbeek
Eindhoven

HYPEREGIO
The new brand
for innovation and business
cross-border
networks.
Heinsberg

Hasselt
Heerlen

Leuven
Maastricht

Aachen

Liège

Eupen

Düren

Euskirchen

A cross-border value chain
for your innovation

The smartest corporate location
in Western Europe

HYPEREGIO is the gateway for small and medium sized enterprises to explore and profit from
cross-border activities.

HYPEREGIO is a cooperation of partners in the
greater Euregio Meuse-Rhine: Universities, RDAs,
business networks, counties / municipalities are
working together for your advantage.

Expand your knowledge and connect with the
HYPEREGIO R&D institutions and universities to
improve your cross-border activities.
Make use of our technology transfer and business
development support-managers guiding and
supporting you through the early stages of cooperation or consortia building in the cross-border area.

BELGIUM
Basse-Meuse Développement | DSP Valley VZW | GREOVA |
HELMo | Hogeschool PXL | InnovaTech | Interface EntreprisesUniversité de Liège | Katholieke Universiteit Leuven |
Meuse-Condroz Hesbaye | Pôle d’Ingénierie des Matériaux de
Wallonie | Sirris | Universiteit Hasselt | VOKA | WFG Ostbelgien

Receive an „early-stage“ grant to start your cooperation with a knowledge institute or your B2B-consortia.

GERMANY
AGIT | Eifelkreis Bitburg-Prüm | FH Aachen | Kreis Düren |
Kreis Euskirchen | Region Aachen Zweckverband | Stadt Aachen |
StädteRegion Aachen | WFG Kreis Heinsberg | WFG Vulkaneifel

Take advantages of additional European or regional
funding schemes to realise a marketable solution of
your innovation.

THE NETHERLANDS
Industriebank LIOF | Limburg Economic Development |
Stichting DSP Valley | Technische Universiteit Eindhoven |
Universiteit Maastricht | Zuyd Hogeschool

Businesses are in the driver’s seat of HYPEREGIO:
Choose from our offers and services – whatever
you need!

